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Long-Tailed Trapping Times and Lévy Flights in a Self-Organized Critical Granular System
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We present a continuous time random walk model for the scale-invariant transport found in a self-
organized critical rice pile [K. Christensenet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.77, 107 (1996)]. From our analytical
results it is shown that the dynamics of the experiment can be explained in terms of Lévy flights for
the grains and a long-tailed distribution of trapping times. Scaling relations for the exponents of these
distributions are obtained. The predicted microscopic behavior is confirmed by means of a cellular
automaton model. [S0031-9007(97)03489-3]

PACS numbers: 64.60.Lx, 05.40.+ j, 46.10.+z, 64.60.Ht
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Self-organized criticality (SOC), or the spontaneo
emergence of scale invariance in nonequilibrium syste
has attracted a great interest as an explanation of fra
behavior in nature [1]. Sandpiles rapidly became the pa
digm of SOC, but it has been only very recently th
they have been shown to be characterized by power-
distributions of avalanches [2,3]. On the other hand,
derstanding the complex behavior of granular media
challenge of fundamental physicsper se. Between many
other amazing properties, granular systems can behav
multaneously as solids or liquids and show a glassy
namics with extremely slow relaxations [4]. In additio
the transport properties found in granular systems disp
ing SOC [5] turn out to be very similar to the dispersi
transport taking place in amorphous semiconductors
polymers [6]. Finally, there are close connections betw
sandpile models and interface depinning [7].

The experimental system that we want to analyze i
rice pile, built in the narrow gap between two vertic
plates, over a quasi-one-dimensional support of lengthL.
Rice grains are added to the left side, where a vertical
between the two plates forms a wall that keeps the gra
inside the system. In contrast, the right side is open,
allows the exit of the grains out of the pile. Starting wi
an empty system, the slow addition of grains makes
pile grow until the profile reaches the open boundary
the right. After this transient time, the pile arrives at
quasistationary state where the average slope fluctu
around a well defined angle of repose, and the influx
grains at the left equals on average the outflux at the r
exit. At this point it has been shown by the Oslo gro
[2] that the rice pile displays SOC if the shape of t
grains is anisotropic enough to prevent the rolling of t
grains down the slope, suppressing the inertial effects
enhancing the dissipation by means of the friction. T
result, apart from being the first unambiguous evidence
SOC in granular media [2,3], points out the fact that SO
is associated with strongly dissipative systems.

Christensenet al. [5] have studied the transport prope
ties of individual grains through the Oslo rice pile. Th
transit time of tracer grains, defined as the time neces
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for a tracer to escape from the pile, was measured exp
mentally. The results led to a power-law distribution o
transit times for long times preceded by a flat region, i.e

Ptr sTd ,
Ω

constant for smallT ,
1yTa for largeT , (1)

with a  2.4 6 0.2 [5]. Moreover, when the system size
is varied, the distribution verifies a finite size scaling,

PtrsT , Ld  L2n0

FsTyLnd , (2)

with n  1.5 6 0.2 andn0  1.4 6 0.2 [5]. The fact of
havingn . n0 follows from the normalization condition.
From here, the scaling of the mean transit time with sy
tem size was found to be “very anomalous,”

kTl , Ln . (3)

The goal of this Letter is to study the microscop
properties of the transport of grains inside the rice pi
by means of a continuous time random walk model [8
Comparing our theory with the experimental findings, w
can give a form for the distribution of trapping times an
the distribution of flights in the real system. In addition
we test our conclusions using a one-dimensional cellu
automaton modeling the experiment [5] that connec
transport with avalanche dynamics.

We are going to consider the motion of a single grain
particle through the profile as essentially one dimension
This can be done because in the experiments the pat
the particles takes place between two points, it starts
the top of the pile, next to the left wall, and ends at th
rightmost extreme of the support. The rice grain remai
at rest, trapped at positionx during a random time inter-
val t until some avalanche reaches it. At this point th
grain performs an instantaneous jump, or flight, of ra
dom lengthl, after which it becomes trapped atx 1 l.
Then the dynamics of a particle is described in terms o
continuous time random walk, fully specified by the dis
tribution of trapping timescstd and by the distribution of
flights fsld. To be precisecstd dt is the probability that
the particle is trapped at a given position a time betwe
t and t 1 dt, whereasfsld dl gives the probability that
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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the particle jumps a distance betweenl andl 1 dl during
an avalanche. Notice that we can assumel . 0 always,
since in the experiment no mechanism allows the gra
to climb the profile, always decreasing to the right. Th
will be a great simplification in the calculations in com
parison with models for diffusion in amorphous semico
ductors [9]. In addition, the length of the flightl will not
be limited by the system size. Both variablest and l are
taken as independent random processes. The assum
of statistical independence has succeeded in reprodu
experimental results, for instance, in Ref. [10]. Fina
note that with the hypothesis of instantaneous jumps
are nothing else than fulfilling the usual condition for SO
that is to have a slowly driven system with two separa
time scales, where the motion of grains (or avalanch
happens at infinite velocity in comparison with any exte
nal time scale.

The magnitude of interest is the distribution of tran
times Ptr sT , L d, wherePtr sT , L d dT gives the probabil-
ity that the particle takes a time betweenT andT 1 dT
to travel from the origin to positionx  L # L. In the
context of stochastic processes the transit time is, in f
the first passage time to levelL . This distribution can
be easily related topsx, td, defined in such a way tha
psx, td dx is the probability that at timet a particle is in a
position betweenx andx 1 dx, the time being measure
since the addition of the particle. The probability of bein
at x # L at timet is equal to the probability of having a
transit timeT . t; mathematically,Z L

0
psx, td dx  1 2

Z t

0
PtrsT , L d dT . (4)

On the other hand,psx, td depends on the renewal densi
hsx, td, wherehsx, td dx gives the probability of jump per
unit time in a position betweenx and x 1 dx [11]. We
can write close equations relatingpsx, td andhsx, td, using
cstd andfsld,

hsx, td  fmfsxd 1 s1 2 mddsxdgcstd

1
Z t

0

Z x

0
hsx0, tdfsx 2 x0dcst 2 td dx0 dt ,

(5)

psx, td  fmfsxd 1 s1 2 mddsxdgCstd

1
Z t

0

Z x

0
hsx0, tdfsx 2 x0dCst 2 td dt dx0,

(6)

whereCstd ;
R

`

t cst0d dt0 gives the probability that the
particle survives a time larger thant trapped at any po-
sition. m is the probability that att  0 the particle is
moving. Equations (4)–(6) contain the solution to o
problem, relating a measurable magnitude,PtrsT , L d,
with the magnitudes that define the microscopic dynam
cstd andfsld. Applying the Laplace transform, define
as f̂sv, sd ;

R`

0 dx
R`

0 dt e2vxe2stfsx, td, the equations
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become linear and straightforwardly solvable. In partic
lar, Ptr turns out to be

P̂tr ss, vd 
1
v

∑
1 2

f1 2 ĉssdg h1 2 mf1 2 f̂svdgj
1 2 ĉssdf̂svd

∏
.

(7)

The Laplace transform of the mean transit timekT sL dl
can be easily obtained from̂Ptr ss, vd as

kT svdl  2

∑
≠

≠s
P̂tr ss, vd

∏
s0


1 2 ms1 2 f̂d

vs1 2 f̂d
ktl ,

(8)

where the existence ofkT svdl depends directly on the
existence of the first moment ofcstd, ktl ;

R`

0 tcstd dt 
2sdĉydsds0. As in the experimentkTsL dl was found
to be finite, we conclude thatktl exists as well. The same
reasoning forkT 2sL dl that was infinite in the experimen
implies thatkt2l is not defined, and then we assume

cstd , Byt21b , whent ! `, with 0 , b # 1 .
(9)

This means that in Laplace space [12]

ĉssd , 1 2 ktls 1 BGs21 2 bds11b whens ! 0 ,
(10)

whereGs?d is the gamma function. Substituting this ex
pression into the equation for̂Ptr (7) and inverting the
Laplace transform fors we obtain

P̂trst, vd ,
1 2 ms1 2 f̂d

vs1 2 f̂d
B

t21b
, (11)

for t ! `. Comparing (9) and (11) we see how the di
tribution of transit times, that is, a macroscopic quanti
is closely related to the distribution of trapping times,
microscopic magnitude. In fact, both are long-tailed d
tributions with the same exponent. Linking with the e
perimental result (1) we can conclude that the trapp
times are power law distributed with an exponent

2 1 b  a . (12)

Notice that the tail of the transit time distribution onl
depends on the trapping time distribution, and not on
distribution of jumps. Alternatively, going back to Eq. (7
we can perform first the long distance limit, i.e.,v ! 0.
If we consider that the jump distribution has mean val
but not second moment, that is,

fsld , Cyl21g when l ! `, with 0 , g # 1 ,
(13)

thenf̂svd verifies an equation similar to (10) that subst
tuting on (7) and inverting the Laplace transform gives

P̂trss, L d ,
C

1 1 g

µ
m 1

ĉ

1 2 ĉ

∂
1

L 11g
, (14)

when L ! `. This behavior will correspond to times
“smaller” thanL . For small times, the movement of th
4951
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grains will be shallow and the probability of a given tran
sit time up to a positionL will be independent on system
size; in other words, Eq. (14) will not depend onL. If
we makeL  L, this means that the scaling with system
size is the same as with position. Denoting the latter
subindicesnx andn0

x, i.e.,Ptr sT , L d  L 2n0
x F sTyL nx d,

this implies thatn0  n0
x, and comparing with the scaling

found in the experiment (2) we have

1 1 g  n0. (15)

One can consider other asymptotic forms forfsld, but
it is only the one given by Eq. (13) that reproduces a
exponentn0 between 1 and 2. From here we can dedu
that in the rice pile the scaling ofPtr given by (2) means
that the distribution of jumps has a finite meankll but an
infinite variance. This kind of distributions correspond
to Lévy flights [13], and gives rise to a superdiffusiv
behavior, as one can verify by findinĝpsv, sd and from
here obtain [similarly as in Eq. (8)] thatkxstdl , tkllyktl
andkx2stdl ~ kl2l  `.

Moreover, if the limits ! 0 is performed in Eq. (14),
one obtains the behavior for large times, but smaller th
L , that turns out to be independent ont,

Ptrst, L d ,
C

s1 1 gd ktl
1

L 11g
, whent ,

ktl
kll

L .

(16)

This corresponds to the flat region observed in the tran
time distribution before the power-law decay. In fac
the appearance of a plateau inPtr is an indication of the
existence ofktl.

Now that the asymptotic form offsld is known, one
can go back to Eqs. (11) and (8) to perform the lon
distance limit in order to obtain the scaling ofPtr with L

for large times and the scaling of the mean transit time,

Ptr st, L d ,
B
kll

L

t21b
, whent ¿

ktl
kll

L , (17)

kT sL dl , L ktlykll, whenL ! ` . (18)

From here one obtains thatnx  1, in contrast with the
value of n0

x  1 1 g. The reason to havenx fi n0
x is

simple: the model does not show finite size scaling for
T andL . Indeed we have found scaling only for a regio
T , L ktlykll and T ¿ L ktlykll. By using numerical
simulations we will see that this behavior is right and on
can expect in the experimentkT sL dl , L as well. If we
impose the continuity ofPtr at the crossover pointTc ,
L we obtain

b  g , (19)

that is,cstd andfsld must have the same power-law tai
Employing also Eqs. (12) and (15) we get

a  1 1 n0. (20)

This equation relates the exponent of the power-law tail
Ptr with its scaling with system size, and it is well fulfilled
by the experimental values of Ref. [5].
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It would be difficult to design an experiment to measu
the distributions of trapping times and jumps that are m
croscopic magnitudes, although in granular materials m
croscopic and macroscopic scales are not so well separ
as in the usual states of matter [4]. As an alternati
to support our predictions we use the cellular automat
model introduced in Ref. [5], which was found to repro
duce the transport properties of grains quite well. W
believe that similar results can be obtained for similar mo
els [14]. On a one-dimensional lattice, fromx  1 to L,
an integer variablehx gives the height of the pile at posi
tion x. Defining the local slope atx aszx ; hx 2 hx11
the dynamics of the model is fully determined by th
following rules: if zx # zc

x ;x ) z1 ! z1 1 1 (a grain
is added); if zx . zc

x and x , L ) zx21 ! zx21 1 1,
zx ! zx 2 2, zx11 ! zx11 1 1, and zc

x ! rands1, 2d; if
zL . zc

L ) zL21 ! zL21 1 1, zL ! zL 2 1, and zc
L !

rands1, 2d; where all the sites have to be updated in pa
allel and rands1, 2d means 1 or 2 at random, with equa
probability. The external input of grains atx  1 sets the
time unit.

The results of Ref. [5] show that Eqs. (1)–(3) are st
valid, but the exponents are determined with more acc
racy. We reanalyze these results to obtaina  2.21 6

0.05, n  1.25 6 0.10, andn0  1.25 6 0.10, in concor-
dance with (20). The distribution of trapping times ca
be obtained from simulations as the number of trappin
of a given duration divided by the total number of trap
pings. The results are displayed in Fig. 1. Indeed w
obtain a power-law distribution for long times, where th
exponent turns out to be2 1 b  2.20 6 0.05, in very
good agreement with our prediction (12) if we compa
with the independent measure ofa. One can also mea-
sure the distribution of flight lengths. The behavior fo
long distances corresponds indeed to a power law, wh
exponent is2 1 g  2.13 6 0.05, see Fig. 2, where we

FIG. 1. Trapping time distributioncstd in a system of size
L  400. The two straight lines are power laws with exponen
20.97 6 0.05 and22.20 6 0.05.
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FIG. 2. Distribution of flight lengthsfsl, Ld for different
system sizes starting from positionx  2. The length of the
flight does not depend onL. The power-law behavior for large
distances is characterized by an exponent22.13 6 0.05.

restrict the measure to flights starting at a fixed positi
Observe from here thatn0, b, andg are compatible with
(15) and (19).

The simulations allow one also to study the transit tim
to reach a certain positionx  L smaller than the system
sizeL. Keeping fixedL the exponents of the scaling ofPtr

with L arenx  1.0 6 0.1 andn0
x  1.2 6 0.1, as was

predicted by Eqs. (16) and (17), whereas the power-
exponenta  2.18 6 0.05 is in good accord with (20).
See Fig. 3. One can additionally measure the mean tra
time as a function ofL to verify that Eq. (18) is fulfilled.

Moreover we can derive an additional scaling relati
for the model. In Ref. [5] it was found thatx  n 2 1,

FIG. 3. Scaled distributions of transit times fromx  1 to
x  L in a system of sizeL  400 for different values ofL .
The scaling is done forT ¿ L andT , L , resulting that the
exponents arenx  1.0 and n0

x  1.2, whereas the power-law
exponent is2.18 6 0.05. Notice that the region withT slightly
larger thanL does not scale well.
n.

e

w

sit

n

beingx the roughness exponent of the profile of the pile
that is, the fluctuations of the profile scale asLx . On the
other hand, in Ref. [7] it was argued thatD  2 1 x,
with D the fractal dimension of the avalanches, i.e
the size of the avalanches scales asLD . As n . n0,
combining these relations with (20) one gets

a  D . (21)

Taking D  2.23 6 0.03 [7] this last result is in a fair
agreement with the measured value ofa.

In summary, from analytical results and computer simu
lations we present a coherent scenario for the transport
a self-organized critical granular system. The scale in
variance of the process is associated with long-tailed tra
ping time distributions and Lévy flights of the grains.
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Note added.—The measurement ofcstd can be diffi-
cult but not impossible. We have become aware of rece
experiments in good agreement with our results [15].
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